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ABSTRACT
The development of communications systems demands
testing. This paper presents a framework for testing on-the-
fly, which relies on the definition of 3 types of tests and on
their sequential execution. Theioco conformance relation
was considered in order to assign verdicts.

A tool prototype is also presented that supports the
proposed framework. This tool, named PROFYT, was de-
veloped based on the SPIN verifier, and uses communicat-
ing FSMs to describe the specification. The test of Confer-
ence Protocol implementations was carried out on-the-fly
with PROFYT and enabled us to conclude about the bene-
fits of the test methodology proposed.
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1 Introduction

The development of communications systems demands
testing. During decades, many testing methodologies were
defined aimed at verifying the conformity of protocol im-
plementations to their specifications [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[7], [8], [9]. One of the recent approaches consists of test-
ing on-the-flythe implementation conformity [11]. Tools
implementing theon-the-flyconformance testing approach,
derive and execute tests in a single step; relying on some
specification model, these tools explore the model not only
to select the next message to be transmitted by the tester,
but also to validate messages received by the implementa-
tion. Although appealing, this testing approach has some
drawbacks such as (1) the length of test traces and (2) the
difficulty in reproducing detected failures [11]. Besides,
the lack of test control may conduce to situations in which
sever non-conformance cases are undetected, just because
the test events selected randomly did not exercise some ba-
sic interoperability function.

In this paper we present a new methodology and tool
which uses the on-the-fly approach, but reduces the prob-
lems mentioned. Different test types were defined, which
address different type of faults, meaningful for the imple-
menter. The complete test execution process demands the
execution of all the test types, and theioco [10] confor-
mance relation was adopted to assign verdicts. The tool
implementing the method, named PROFYT, is based on

the SPIN [6] verifier and uses communicating FSMs as be-
haviour model. The validation of the method and the tool
is based on the Conference Protocol; multiple faulty im-
plementations were tested, and the cost of finding faults is
compared with the TorX [11] tool. The results obtained
enabled us to conclude and quantify the benefits of the pro-
posed approach.

This work is reported in 6 sections. Section 2 de-
fines the communicating finite state machines. Section 3
presents the main contribution of this paper: the progres-
sive test method, the test modes, and the algorithms imple-
menting them. Section 4 presents the PROFYT tool, which
implements the methodology proposed. Section 5 reports
the results of evaluating our methodology and tool against
the TorX tool. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Communicating Finite State Machines

Communicating finite state machines are used to describe
the behaviour of interacting processes [8], and can be ex-
tended with message queues and variables [6].

A message queuem is a triplem = ( Um, Nm, Cm ),
whereUm is the set of messages,Nm is the maximum num-
ber of messages held by the queue, andCm is the set of
ordered sets of messages held by the queue;M denotes the
set of queues used by a state machine, andm ∈ M . An
ordered set of messagescm =< um,1, ..., um,i, ..., um,k >
is an element ofCm, whereum,i ∈ Um is the message oc-
cupying theith position of queuem, and1 ≤ k ≤ Nm;
cm =<> represents the queuem when it is empty, and
#cm the number of messages held by queuem. The state
of a variablel is denoted byvl and its initial state is de-
noted byvl0 ; the state of thex machine variables is jointly
represented byw = (v1, ..., vl, ..., vx), beingW the set of
all possiblew, andw ∈ W . Q is the finite set of state
machine control states. The state machine global space
state is then given byG = Q × C × W , and contains
statesgi = (qi, (c1i , ..., cmi), (v1i , ...., vli , ..., vxi)), where
gi ∈ G.

An Extended Finite State Machine is defined byP =
(GP , g0P , AP , TP ,MP ). GP is the finite and non empty
set of global states;g0P is the initial state;AP is the set
of actions ofP ; TP ⊆ GP × AP × GP is the transition
relation ofP ; MP is the set of message queues used byP .

TheP actions are given byAP = IP ∪ OP ∪ WP ∪



{τ} . IP is the set of input symbols ofP , representing the
reception of messages from the queues.OP is the set of
output symbols, representing the transmission of messages
to queues, andIP ∩OP = ∅. WP is the set of symbols de-
noting the operations over the machine variables.τ labels
the transitions between states with no execution of actions
in IP , OP , orWP . The execution of actions inIP orOP
depends on the state of the message queues.

A transitiont ∈ TP results from the execution of an
actiona ∈ AP and, leads the machine from the stategiP to
stategi+1P . This transition is represented byt( giP , a ) =
gi+1P , or (giP , a , gi+1P ) ∈ TP .

For each actiona ∈ IP ∪ OP , a uniqued(a) identi-
fies the queue used by the actiona; the message transferred
through thed(a) queue is represented bymsg( a ). As Nm

represents the number of slots in the message queuem,
Nm > 0, a transition resulting from the execution of ac-
tion a ∈ IP is possible or executable whend( a ) queue
is not empty, i.e.#cd(a) 6= 0 andmsg( a ) = ud(a),1 .
In stategi+1P , after the execution ofa, the state of queue
cd(a)i+1 is defined bycd(a)i+1 = cd(a)i \ {ud(a),1} . A
transition resulting from an actiona ∈ OP is executable
when d(a) queue is not full, i.e. #cd(a) < Nd(a) and
msg(a) ∈ Ud(a). In this case the new state of queue
d(a) is defined bycd(a)i+1 = cd(a)i ∪ {ud(a),k}, where
ud(a),k = msg(a) andk = #cd(a)i + 1.

A quiescent stategδ is a state having only outgoing
transitions labelled with input actions. The set of quiescent
states of machineP is defined by:

∆P = { gδ ∈ GP | ∀ a∈(AP \IP ) : t( gδ, a ) /∈ GP }

A∗
P represents the set of all the ordered combinations

of AP actions. Atraceis an ordered set of actions executed
by P , and it is given byσ ∈ A∗

P . The length of theσ trace
is respresented by|σ |. The concatenation of two traces
σa andσb is represented byσa.σb, while σc.a denotes the
concatenation of traceσc with the actiona. Moreover, a
function tail(σ) identifies the last action ofσ, such that
tail(σa.a) = a. The functionhead(σ) identifies the first
action ofσ, such thathead(a.σb) = a.

Moving from a state by executing a trace leads to ex-
tended transitionŝTP ⊆ GP × A∗

P × GP , represented by
t̂( g, σ ) = g′ or ( g, σ, g′ ) ∈ T̂P . The set of all the traces
defined inP is represented bytraces(P ).

The composition of machinesX = (GX , g0X , AX ,
TX ,MX) andY = (GY , g0Y , AY , TY , MY ) is defined
by a machineZ = (GZ , g0Z , AZ , TZ , MZ) whereGZ =
GX × GY . (Since GZ = QZ × CZ × WZ , now QZ =
QX×QY , CZ = CX×CY , andWZ = WX×WY ); g0Z is
the initial state, defined byg0Z = (g0X , g0Y ); AZ = AX ∪
AY = IZ ∪ OZ ∪ WZ ∪ {τ} is the set of actions ofZ, in
which IZ = IX ∪IY , OZ = OX ∪OY and IZ ∩ OZ =
∅. WZ = WX ∪WY is the set of symbols representing the
manipulation ofZ variables;TZ ⊆ GZ×AZ×GZ defines
the transitions between states ofZ; MZ = MX ∪ MY is
the set of message queues ofZ.

Communication through message queuem can be
classified as asynchronous or synchronous. The commu-
nication is asynchronous when the queue has a non-null
number of message slots,Nm > 0. In this case a transition
((giX , giY ), a, (gi+1X , gi+1Y )) is defined inTZ if either:
1. ∀ a ∈ IX ∪ OX , (giX , a, gi+1X ) ∈ TX ,∃giY , gi+1Y ∈
GY : (d(a) ∈ MY ∧(giY , τ, gi+1Y ) ∈ TY )∨(d(a) /∈ MY ∧
giY = gi+1Y ); or 2. ∀ a ∈ IY ∪ OY , (giY , a, gi+1Y ) ∈
TY ,∃giX , gi+1X ∈ GX : (d(a) ∈ MX ∧ (giX , τ, gi+1X ) ∈
TX)∨(d(a) /∈ MX∧ giX = gi+1X ); or3. ∀ a ∈ AX\(IX∪
OX) ∧ (giX , a, gi+1X ) ∈ TX ,∃giY , gi+1Y ∈ GY : giY =
gi+1Y ; or 4. ∀ a ∈ AY \ (IY ∪ OY ) ∧ (giY , a, gi+1Y ) ∈
TY ,∃ giX , gi+1X ∈ GX : giX = gi+1X .

The communication is synchronous when the queue
has a zero message capacity(Nm = 0) and, therefore,
a transmission through this queue requires that the re-
ceiver is able to simultaneously accept the message. In
this case, the transition((giX , giY ), a, (gi+1X , gi+1Y )) is
defined inTZ by replacing the conditions1. and2. men-
tioned above by1. ∀a ∈ OX , b ∈ IY ,∃ (giX , a, gi+1X ) ∈
TX , (giY , b, gi+1Y ) ∈ TY : d(a) = d(b) ∧ msg(a) =
msg(b); or 2. ∀a ∈ IX , b ∈ OY ,∃ (giX , a, gi+1X ) ∈
TX , (giY , b, gi+1Y ) ∈ TY : d(a) = d(b) ∧ msg(a) =
msg(b).

The set ofZ states resulting from the composition of
quiescent states ofX is

∆X
Z = { g ∈ GZ | ∀ gδ∈∆X , gy∈GY : g = (gδ, gy) }

3 Progressive Conformance Method

Let us consider a protocol specified by a set of commu-
nicating extended finite state machines. After composi-
tion, the specification is assumed to be represented by
S = ( GS , g0S , AS , TS , MS ).

The architectural and functional characteristics of the
tester depend strongly on the specification model.S is said
to be an open model in the sense that the behaviour of its
environment is not described. In order to generate tests,
a ”maximum behaviour environment” needs to be created
which closes the open modelS. This environment is de-
scribed by a machine that can always send and receive all
the messages; thus, it can generate every sequence of in-
puts ofS, and receive every output sequence generated by
S. This environment is represented by the state machine
E = (GE , g0E , AE , TE , ME). The actions ofAE are
either message transmissions or receptions, and are related
with the transmissions and receptions ofS. The setOE is
defined byOE = {a′|a ∈ IS ∧msg(a) = msg(a′)∧ a′ /∈
OS} and the setIE of reception actions is given byIE =
{a′|a ∈ OS ∧msg(a) = msg(a′) ∧ a′ /∈ IS}. The transi-
tions ofE satisfy the condition∀a ∈ AE : (g0E , a, g0E ) ∈
TE . The setME is given byME = {d(a)|a ∈ IE ∪ OE}.

When S is composed with the specificationE,
a closed machine is obtained. This machine, named
closed specification(C), represents the composition of



state machinesS and E, and it is described byC =
(GC, g0C

, AC, TC,MC)
The behaviour of our tester is inferred fromC. The

architecture of the tester is imposed by the queues ofE.
The tester actions are defined by the actions ofE. The test
transitions are obtained by exploringC; the reception of a
message by the tester is possible only if the reception of the
message is also possible onC.

The testerT can be described byT = (GT, g0T
, AT,

TT,MT) whereGT = (QT × CT ×WT) ∪ {pass, fail}
is the set ofT states;g0T

= g0C
is the initial state of

T; AT = IT ∪ OT ∪ WT ∪ {τ} is the actions set;
TT ⊆ GT×AT×GT is the set ofT transitions;MT is the
set ofT queues.OT represent the actions ofOE . IT in-
cludes also two additional input actions,IT = IE∪{ξ, δ′};
ξ represents the reception of unknown messages;δ′ repre-
sents the detection of an invalid quiescence state on the im-
plementation under test (iut). The queuesMT are repli-
cas of the queuesME ; however, the vocabulary ofMT

queues is larger than the vocabulary ofME queues, in or-
der to accommodate the invalidiut messages. TheGT

andTT sets are defined dynamically by executing simul-
taneously the tester and theiut. Let us consider that the
iut is modelled by the, a priori unknown, modelI =
(GI , g0I , AI , TI ,MI), and assume thatMI = MT, in or-
der to enable the interoperation betweenI andT.

Initially, we consider that the testerT has an empty
set of transitions, and it is in its initial stateg0T

. During
the test execution, messages are exchanged betweenT and
I through theMT queues. Testing is realised by checking
the queuesMT for messages sent byI. When, according
to specificationS, theiut has no messages to send, we say
that theiut is in a quiescent state. In this case,T is re-
quired to transmit a message, being each transmission ofT
preceded by a message selection phase onC. The transi-
tions ofT are defined by the routineRunTest( ) :

TT = { } /* set ofT transitions */
tc ∈ TC ; tt ∈ TT
gt ∈ GT ; gc ∈ GC
QueuesWithMessages = { } /* set of queues having messages from theiut */

RunTest( )
{
. gt = g0T

; gc = g0C
. m ∈ QueuesWithMessages
. GetQueuesWithMessages( ) /* updates the setQueuesWithMessages*/
. while gt 6= fail
. {
. . if #QueuesWithMessages == 0
. . {
. . . if IsQuiescent( gc ) /* verifies if quiescence is valid, */
. . . { /* i.e. r ∈ IE is unreachable from stategc */
. . . . if ( SortNextTxMsg( gc ) ) /* selects randomly the nextOE action reachable*/
. . . . { /* from stategc , and obtains theσ trace to the action */
. . . . . GT = GT ∪ { g′

t
} /* creates a new test stateg′

t
inGT and defines*/

. . . . . /* a newTT transition to it on the execution */

. . . . . TT = TT ∪ { ( gt, tail( σ ), g′
t
) /* of the actiontail(σ) */

. . . . . gt = tT(gt, tail( σ ) )

. . . . . gc = t̂C( gc, σ ) /* updates the states ofT andC */

. . . . . SendMsg( tail( σ ) ) /* transmits themsg(tail(σ)) action toiut*/

. . . . . GetQueuesWithMessages( )

. . . . }

. . . }

. . . else /* if invalid quiescence is detected */

. . . {

. . . . TT = TT ∪ { ( gt, δ
′, fail ) } /* a transition withδ′ action is added to */

. . . . gt = tT(gt, δ
′ ) = fail /* T leading it to thefail state*/

. . . }

. . }

. . else /* #QueuesWithMessages 6= 0 */

. . {

. . . if RcvdMsgIsValid (m, gc ) /* validates the first message received in the queuem, */

. . . { /* and obtains theσ trace toward an action of */

. . . /* IE labeling the reception of that message; */

. . . . GT = GT ∪ { g′
t
} /* creates a new test stateg′

t
inGT , and defines */

. . . . . /* a newTT transition to it on the execution */

. . . . TT = TT ∪ (gt, tail( σ ), g′
t
) /* of the actiontail(σ) */

. . . . gt = tT(gt, tail( σ ) )

. . . . gc = t̂C( gc, σ ) /* updates the states ofT andC */

. . . . RcvMsg(m ) /* removes first message from queuem */

. . . . GetQueuesWithMessages( )

. . . }

. . . else /* if the received msg is not valid */

. . . {

. . . . TT = TT ∪ { ( gt, ξ, fail ) } /* a transition withξ action is added to */

. . . . gt = tT(gt, ξ ) = fail /* T leading it to thefail state*/

. . . }

. . }

. }
}

This function describes the steps leading to the definition
of theT states setGT and transitions setTT . It is based
on the continuous monitoring for messages in the queues of
MT. When there are not queues with messages, the imple-
mentation quiescence is evaluated onC, and if it is valid,
the tester initiates a random search for next action labelling
the message to transmit; based on the identified action, a
new transition is added toT, and the corresponding mes-
sage is transmitted to theiut. If the detected quiescence is
not valid the test terminates in thefail state. When a mes-
sage is received fromiut in the queues ofMT, a search
is performed onC to check if it is valid, i.e. if there is a
reachable action labeling the reception of that message; in
this case, a new transition is added toT that is based on
that action. If the received message is not valid the test ter-
minates and a transition leadingT toward thefail state is
added.

The setQueuesWithMessages is a list of queues
containing messages to be consumed byT; this set is de-
fined by the functionGetQueuesWithMessages( ), and it
is rebuilt after the reception or transmission of every mes-
sage. When theQueuesWithMessages set is empty, the
quiescence ofI is verified inC, by the functionIsQuies-
cent( ), that searchesC for an actionr ∈ IE ; a quiescence
is valid if r is unreachable. If the quiescence observed is
not specified, i.e. if there is at least one reachabler ∈ IE ,
a new transition leading the test to thefail state is added to
TT. The action associated to this transition isδ′ , denot-
ing the invalid quiescence detection, and terminating the
test. When the detected quiescence is valid, the testT
selects a message to transmit toI. The selection of this
message is performed by the functionSortNextTxMsg( ),
which searches the modelC for an action inOE . The trace
σ leading to the selected action is used to guide theC ex-
ecution. The extended transition, from stategc and using
the actions ofσ, is executed in order to refresh the state
of C. Based on the action selected, a new state is added
to GT, and a transition to this state is added toTT. The
tester proceeds with the execution of the new transition and
the functionSendMsg( ) is invoked for transmitting the
corresponding message. After each test transmission, the
MT queues are verified again for new messages, and the
QueuesWithMessages is rebuilt.

The functionRcvdMsgIsValid( ) is applied to the first
message of queuem ∈ QueuesWithMessages, which
searches for aσ trace inC, guiding the machine toward
an action ofIE labelling the reception of that message. If
such trace exists, the message received is valid, and the test



must proceed. Therefore, a new state is defined inGT,
the action ofIT labelling the reception of that message is
selected and, using them, a new transition is created inT
that accepts the message and leads the tester to a new state.
The test continues with the execution ofσ actions on the
C machine and, by executing theRcvMsg( m ) function,
removes the message from queue them ∈ MT. Then, the
QueuesWithMessages set is rebuilt, and the next mes-
sage in queues is evaluated. If theσ trace becomes empty,
the received message is invalid; it is not allowed by the
specification and, therefore, could not be transmitted byI.
In this case, the test enters in afail state and the test termi-
nates.

3.1 Optimised Test Modes

The random algorithm presented enables to teston-the-fly
an iut; they exchange messages until a message is sent by
the iut which is not allowed by the specification. Theioco
conformance relation defined in [10] is adopted. When a
fault is found, the test log enables its characterisation. Af-
ter the fault is eliminated, a new test session shall be ini-
tiated, until some pre-defined criteria for ending the test is
reached. This approach brings problems, such as, (1) the
length of test traces and (2) the difficulty in reproducing
detected failures. Besides, the lack of test control may con-
duce to situations in which sever non-conformance cases
are undetected, just because the test events selected ran-
domly did not exercise some basic interoperability func-
tion.

In order to alleviate these problems, three additional
testing algorithms are proposed. These algorithms address
3 types of behaviour commonly observed during the test
sessions by human operators:1) a correctiut usually an-
swers immediately to a received message;2) a correctiut
accepts messages leading to quiescent states and do not an-
swer them;3) a correctiut usually discards silently mes-
sages that are invalid or unexpected. We defined one test-
ing algorithm for each of these commonly observed be-
haviours; each algorithm is associated to what we called
a test mode.

3.1.1 Special traces and actions

The definition of these algorithms demands the characteri-
sation of some special behaviour traces. The classification
of traces is usually carried out after aniut reaches a quies-
cent state, and by simulating the possible behaviour paths
through the reachability graph ofS. These simulations are
initiated at the quiescent state and explore all the inputs un-
til one of the following conditions is detected: 1) an output
action is detected, which corresponds to an input action of
E; 2) a quiescent state is detected; 3) the maximum simu-
lation depth is reached.

Traces are classified according to the condition that
terminates the simulation. Let us consider that the execu-

tion of a testT leads the machineC to a stateg ∈ ∆S
C, and

alsot output actions inOE matching all the implementa-
tion inputs specified for a stateg. Eacht action can initiate
three classes of traces:
i) Ψ traces leadC to the input actionsr ∈ IE ; the set
Ψ(g, t) contains theΨ traces initiated with the actiont on
stateg. Thet actions initiating theΨ traces belong to the
setAψ, defined byAψ(g) = {t ∈ OE |∃g∈GC

: Ψ(g, t) 6=
∅}.
ii) Φ traces leadC to the quiescent statesgδ ∈ ∆S

C; the
setΦ(g, t) contains theΦ traces initiated with the actiont
on stateg. The actionst ∈ OE initiating theΦ traces be-
long to the setAφ, defined byAφ(g) = {t ∈ OE |∃g∈GC

:
Φ(g, t) 6= ∅}.
iii) Γ traces have length 1 and do not change the state of
C, or leadC to quiescent states, for which no judgement
is possible. TheΓ(g, t) set contains theΓ traces initiated
with t on stateg that either ignoret or that do not be-
long to Ψ(g, t) nor Φ(g, t). The t actions ofOE starting
the traces ofΓ(g, t), belong to the setAγ(g) defined by
Aγ(g) = {t ∈ OE |∃g∈GC

: Γ(g, t) 6= ∅}.

3.2 Test Mode1

Test Mode1 aims at detecting faults related to the first type
of behaviour mentioned in Section 3.1. The cases of non
conformance that can be detected using this test mode are
invalid answering messages, missing messages, and incor-
rect message coding. The selection of test actions in this
test mode is made by the functionSelectTM1TxMsg, in-
stead of theSortNextTxMsg, presented above.

σ ∈ traces(C)

Boolean SelectTM1TxMsg( g ∈ GC )
{
. σ = { }
. ClassifyActions( g ) /* build setsΨ,Φ andΓ using actions ofOE on the stateg */
. if Aψ(g) 6= ∅ a ∈ Aψ(g) /* random selection of actiona fromAψ(g) */
. . else if Aφ(g) 6= ∅ a ∈ Aφ(g) /* random selection of actiona fromAφ(g) */
. . . else if Aγ (g) 6= ∅ a ∈ Aγ (g) /* random selection of actiona fromAγ (g) */
. . . . else return FALSE

. FindAction( g, a, OE ) /* define the traceσ from stateg to the actiona ofOE */

. return TRUE

}

The SelectTM1TxMsg function starts with the classifica-
tion of the test actions executable from stateg, and their
distribution by the setsAψ, Aφ or Aγ , according to the
trace they initiate. Then, one test actiona is randomly se-
lected from these sets depending on their emptiness. At the
end, theFindAction function is used to identify theσ trace,
that will be used to drive the machineC toward the selected
actiona.

3.3 Test Mode2

The Test Mode2 aims at detecting faults related to the
second type of behaviour mentioned in Sec. 3.1. This
test mode detects the same errors detected with the Test
Mode 1 plus the faults associated to unexpected messages.
TheSelectTM2TxMsg function is used, and it replaces the
SortNextTxMsg used in the random algorithm.



σ ∈ traces(C)
SendAReplyMsg ∈ WT
SendAReplyMsg = TRUE /* controlling flag that switches between actions ofAψ(g) andAφ(g) */

SelectTM2TxMsg( g ∈ GC )
{
. σ = { }
. ClassifyActions( g ) /* build setsΨ,Φ andΓ using actions ofOE on the stateg */
. if Aφ(g) 6= ∅ and ( not SendAReplyMsg or Aψ(g) = ∅ )
. . . a ∈ Aφ(g) /* random selection of actiona fromAφ(g) */
. . else if Aψ(g) 6= ∅ and SendAReplyMsg and Aφ(g) = ∅
. . . . a ∈ Aψ(g) /* random selection of actiona fromAψ(g) */
. . . else if Aγ (g) 6= ∅ and Aψ(g) = ∅ and Aφ(g) = ∅
. . . . . a ∈ Aψ(g) /* random selection of actiona fromAγ (g) */
. . . . else return FALSE

. SendAReplyMsg = not SendAReplyMsg /* switch the flag state */

. FindAction( g, a, OE ) /* define the traceσ from stateg to the actiona ofOE */

. return TRUE

}

In order to enable the implementation evaluation, tests have
to make the implementation behaviour observable. The
SelectTM2TxMsg does this task by alternating the selec-
tion of Aψ andAφ actions, when they exist. For that pur-
pose, the variableSendAReplyMsg ∈ WT is used, and it
controls the selection criteria.

3.4 Test Mode3

The Test Mode3 aims at detecting faults related to the third
type of behaviour mentioned in Sec. 3.1. This test mode
enables the evaluation of implementation behaviours when
they are submitted to invalid or unexected messages. The
SortNextTxMsg in the random algorithm is replaced in this
test mode by the functionSelectTM3TxMsg.

σ ∈ traces(C)
SendAReplyMsg ∈ WT
SendAReplyMsg = FALSE /* controlling flag that switches between actions ofAψ(g) andAγ (g) */

SelectTM3TxMsg( g ∈ GC )
{
. σ = { }
. ClassifyActions( g ) /* build setsΨ,Φ andΓ using actions ofOE on the stateg */
. if Aψ(g) 6= ∅ and (SendAReplyMsg or Aγ (g) = ∅ )
. . . a ∈ Aψ(g) /* random selection of actiona fromAψ(g) */
. . else if Aφ(g) 6= ∅ and Aγ (g) 6= ∅ and Aψ(g) = ∅
. . . . a ∈ Aφ(g) /* random selection of actiona fromAφ(g) */
. . . else if Aγ (g) 6= ∅ and (Aψ(g) = ∅ or ¬SendAReplyMsg )
. . . . . a ∈ Aγ (g) /* random selection of actiona fromAγ (g) */
. . . . if Aγ (g) = ∅ and Aψ(g) = ∅ and Aφ(g) = ∅
. . . . . return FALSE

. SendAReplyMsg = not SendAReplyMsg /* switch the flag state */

. FindAction( g, a, OE ) /* define the traceσ from stateg to the actiona ofOE */

. return TRUE

}

TheSelectTM3TxMsg behaviour is similar to the previous
one, since the variableSendAReplyMsg ∈ WT also con-
trols the selection ofAγ andAψ actions, when they exist.

4 PROFYT

The test methodology presented in this paper lead to the
development of a test tool based on the SPIN [6] veri-
fier: the PRogressive On-the-FlY Tester (PROFYT). This
tool requires a closed specification model described in the
Promela language [6]. In order to close the model, the envi-
ronment processes must be specified. Based on this model
an executable tester is built that operates using the algo-
rithms described above. The tester also includes driver and
interface capabilities, which enable the interoperation with
the iut.

5 Evaluation and Results

In order to evaluate our methodology, we tested some Con-
ference Protocol [11] implementations. The conference
protocol entities (CPEs) are the entities responsible for pro-
viding the conference service.

5.1 CPE Implementation Under Test

The conference protocol entities (CPEs) under test were
implemented in the C programming language. The CPE
has two interfaces: the CPE Service Access Point (CSAP)
enabling the communication between an user and the CPE
processes, and the UDP Service Access Point (USAP) en-
abling the communication between the CPE processes and
the UDP service layer. Different CPEs were tested; each
one is a mutant constructed by adding errors to a correct
implementation. The conference protocol distribution pro-
vides multiple implementation mutants containing faults,
from which a total of 29 mutants were tested with PROFYT.
For each one, 200 tests with different seeds were executed.

5.2 CPE testing

Testing with the PROFYT tool demands the use of the four
test modes (TestMode 1, TestMode 2 and TestMode 3
and random). According to the test methodology pre-
sented, the test of each mutant starts with the application
of the TestMode 1. This type of test enabled the detec-
tion of faults in 22 mutant CPEs. The TestMode 2 is initi-
ated when the operator assumes that most of the faults de-
tectable with the TestMode 1 were detected and removed.
The TestMode 2 enabled the detection of 4 mutants. The
TestMode 3 enabled the detection of the remaining 3 mu-
tants.

In order to characterise the value of test modes 1 to
3, the random test mode was also executed and applied to
every mutant. The mutants are identified by the numbers
defined in the conference protocol distribution. In order to
compare de test modes, each mutant was tested 200 times
for each test mode, using 200 different seeds. The com-
parison of the test modes is made based on the number of
messages exchanged between theiut and the tester before
the fault is detected; the number of message exchanged are
given as mean and standard deviation values.

The results obtained enable us to conclude that test
modes 1, 2, and 3 exhibit shorter traces than the pure ran-
dom test mode. Instead of a pure the random test mode,
these modes enable the reduction of the number of mes-
sages exchanged between the tester andiut in about 60%
and a reduction of about 70% in the corresponding standard
deviation. These values enable us to conclude that, by us-
ing the test modes 1 to 3, we can keep some of the random
nature of testing and, at the same time, we introduce also
some control on the test execution, which enables a signif-
icant reduction on the number of messages required to find
a fault.



Table 1. PROFYT vs TorX

PROFYT/TorX
Avr(Avr

Avr
) Average Avr(Sdv

Sdv
) Std.Dev.

TestMode 1 69% 44%
TestMode 2 54% 65% 44% 45%
TestMode 3 60% 47%

5.3 PROFYT vs TorX testing

In order to evaluate the PROFYT performance, we com-
pared it with a similar tool. The TorX tool [11] was chosen
for this comparison. Since both PROFYT and TorX use ran-
dom test approaches, the comparison of their performance
was made based on multiple test runs. For each mutant,
200 tests with different seeds were executed. The mean
number of messages exchanged between the tester and the
implementation were considered as comparison metric.

Table 1 summarises the test results by comparing the
average number of messages exchange with the mutants
and their standard deviations, on a test mode basis. It also
provides the mean ratios on averages and standard devi-
ations, by test modes. The average value represents the
relation between the mean values of test sequence lengths
obtained with the PROFYT and TorX tools, and expresses
a reduction of 35% (100%-65%) on test lengths by testing
with PROFYT. The standard deviation of the message se-
quences length is reduced in 55% (100%-45%) by using
the PROFYT.

6 Conclusion

This paper addresses the problem of testing implementa-
tions on-the-fly using random model searches. This test ap-
proach is sometimes referred as uncontrolled, since there is
no human interference on its execution. Although this test
can exercise the complete reachability graph, it has limi-
tations such as the large number of messages exchanged
for detecting the faults and the difficulty in reproducing the
faults.

In this paper, we presented a test method that min-
imises these drawbacks, while maintaining the essential of
random model exploration. The method defines 3 modes
which enable to focus the testing in 3 type of behaviours
commonly observed by the operators. Although random,
the selection of tester messages is constrained by the test
type. In this way, the tester messages that are more rel-
evant for each test type are selected first, minimising the
number of messages exchanged.

The iut conformance testing process is carried out
progressively, by executing all the test modes. The pro-
gressive approach enables the addressing of fault domains
but, simultaneously, it avoid to explicitate individual test
purposes. The method is particularly interesting for devel-
opment phases, where it enables an incremental confidence

on the implementation. Besides, by keeping the random
component on the algorithms, it enables to enlarge test cov-
erage.
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